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LAUGHTER – Videos 

 

Title Screen image Link 

 
 
 
Why We Laugh 

 

 
 

 
 
https://www.ted.com/talks
/sophie_scott_why_we_lau
gh?language=en 
 

 
 
The Scottish Granny –  
The Wonky Donky 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gbsZohEMn38 

 
 
Health Benefits of 
Laughter 
 

 
 

 

 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uqGnsTK41-o 

 
 
Using Laughter to 
Resolve a Conflict 

 

 
 

 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=v74mSVP1b60&fe
ature=emb_logo 

 
Making a chimp laugh 

 

 

 
 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hhlHx5ivGGk&feat
ure=emb_logo 
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LAUGHTER – Articles 

 
Title Quote Link 

 
 
Managing conflict with 
laughter 
 

 
Whether you’re looking to improve your 
relationship with a romantic partner, friends, 
family, or co-workers, humour can help. Using 
these tips, you can learn to use humour to 
smooth over differences, lower everyone’s 
stress level, and communicate in a way that 
strengthens and deepens your relationships. 

 
 
https://www.helpguide.org/articl
es/relationships-
communication/managing-
conflicts-with-humor.htm 

Medical clowns believe 
laughter can bring foster 
families together 
 

Graduates of the medical clowning program 
at the USC School of Dramatic Arts want to 
change the face of foster care, one smile at a 
time. 

 
https://news.usc.edu/162960/m
edical-clowns-usc-school-of-
dramatic-arts-foster-care/ 

 
 
The secret to family 
happiness: Include laughter in 
your culture 

 

 
Thousands of books and resources are 
available to help family members revive, 
repair and maintain family relationships. 
These materials are replete with tips on how 
to communicate better, resolve conflicts and 
make decisions as a family enterprise and an 
enterprising family. Yet there is one secret to 
family happiness that is rarely written about 
or discussed: laughter. Laughter is the secret 
ingredient for creating a positive family 
culture. 

 
 
https://www.familybusinessmag
azine.com/secret-family-
happiness-include-laughter-your-
culture 

 
 
How to Lighten things up and 
Laugh more as a Family 

 

 
Look for opportunities to lighten the 
atmosphere.  It really is a learned skill.  Be 
intentional about humor, looking for 
opportunities to add a light-hearted joke or 
give a crazy response to your 
family throughout the day.  Just when your 
teens think you’re going to give a lecture, say 
something out of the box! 

 
 
https://monicaswanson.com/lau
ghter-makes-a-family-better/ 

 
 
The science of laughter – and 
why it also has a dark side 
 
 
 

 
We know there are several brain pathways 
that contribute to laughter – each for 
different components of it. For example, 
brain regions usually involved in decision-
making and controlling our behaviour have to 
be inhibited to facilitate spontaneous and 
unbridled laughter. Laughter also relies on 
emotional circuitry connecting areas 
responsible for experiencing emotion with 
those required for expressing emotion. 

 
 
https://theconversation.com/the
-science-of-laughter-and-why-it-
also-has-a-dark-side-76463 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2016.07.001
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2016.07.001

